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Abstract—This paper describes quantitative relations of software errors from the viewpoint of human errors, and gives a design planning method for attaining a high reliability software. The software design process is a huge chain of human mental processing, during which inevitable human errors occur. By separating build-in and check-out errors, clear characteristics may be obtained, and quantitative measurements are possible. Checks and tests are another type of design suffering also from human errors. Various data are shown to establish quantitative relationships. The quantitative quality design of software development process is introduced.

1. Introduction
Telecommunication systems act as the nervous system of present day society and are responsible for quick and reliable operations. Most of them are computer controlled, so their systems reliability depends upon the reliability of software and hardware. Hardware reliability depends mainly on production errors. Their mechanisms and their preventive means have been well developed. Whereas, software reliability depends mainly on design errors, and preventive measures have not been fully developed, so far.

Software design errors arise from human errors during mental processing. A designer checks-out errors as well as building-in errors. Lack of controlling these two factors invites chaos. In Section 2, the nature of errors are analyzed. Then, a quantitative approach for designing a development process for attaining the targeted quality is described in Section 3. (This paper summarizes the authors’ past studies on software errors.)

2. Build-in and check-out errors
2.1. Build-in errors
Figure 1 [2] shows the individual design steps of a software clock. It starts from the top left and, after several transformations, source codes are obtained as shown in the right. A conceptual clock is regarded as an information transformation mechanism from an input real time clock to output clock display, thus defining the function of clock. By intersecting the flow by time now and hands, the function clock is hierarchically broken down and further detailed. Hour hand, one of the hands, is hierarchically decomposed to angle, width and length, and angle is defined as 30 times of hour, and so on. At the end, logical operations such as

$$angle \ of \ hour \ hand = 30 \times \ text{hour \ of \ time \ now}$$

are converted to source codes. Similar transformations are achieved also on data, until reaching various data declarations. This figure shows traces of human mental operations in the process of detailing. A concept is detailed or hierarchically decomposed at each step. Thus repeating hierarchically, the concept becomes more detailed, clear and crisp, and finally reduced to logical or arithmetic operations. During these steps, an error happens to be built-in and the following steps are influenced by the error until source codes. This probabilistic human error is a software error usually conceived on source codes as an effect.

Software development is a huge hammock net [2, 5] of such human mental operations. During such mental operations, a designer err inevitably at a small rate (Human error probability; $H_{ep}$) [1, 3]. When such an error remains in a program, it becomes a software error. Most statistics of the cause of software errors shows that 60 - 70% of errors are rather simple careless mistakes. Though other types of errors exist, such as those caused by misunderstanding and misinterpretation, this human error constitutes the majority of software errors. Hereafter, the discussions go on based on this idea. The quantitative analysis from human error view point will give better understanding to other kinds of errors.

Human errors have been studied in Human Reliability Engineering [1]. In it, a human operation is broken down to a series of elementary operations, the total error rate is gained by adding all the error rates of these elementary operations. This is due to the fact that each human error rate is small. In [8] various human error rates for elementary operations are shown. All indicate a wide variation range. Generally, the minimum is one tenth of the maximum. Human errors are very susceptible to conditions and environment. Textbooks on Human Reliability Engineering emphasize difficulties in obtaining a correct $H_{ep}$ [8, 1].

Hereafter, various techniques in Human Reliability Engineering are used for measuring software errors. Let us define Error build-in rate, $E_b$, by the following equation:

$$E_b = (e_b/loc) = H_{epd} \times (N_{mo}/loc)$$ (1)
Where $H_{epd}$ is a human error rate during a design step; $e_b$ is number of errors build-in; $loc$ is non-commentary source code line; and $N_{mo}$ is number of mental operations for that design step.

A typical $E_b$ of throughout software design is 10 to 100 errors / 1000 loc.

2.2. Check-out errors

Most designers check their design output unconsciously during the design or are obliged to do after the design. A typical check is to trace the original design, in which the designer makes another design again (in his mind) and compares this result with the previous one. If the designer finds any mismatch between the two results, the designer makes a deep check and gets the correct answer in most cases. When both designs err, errors remain. This means that a check is not free from human errors. The residual error rate is given by the following equation:

$$E_R = H_{epd} \times (N_{mo}/loc) \times H_{epc} \times (N_{moc}/loc)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Where $E_R$ is residual error rate after a check; $H_{epc}$ is human error rate during check; and $N_{moc}$ is number of mental operations during the check.

This shows that the original error rate is decreased by:

$$H_{epc} \times (N_{moc}/loc)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

The check-out rate, $E_c$, is given by the following equation:

$$E_c = 1 - (H_{epc} \times (N_{moc}/loc))$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

The check-out rate for a whole software development of 50% is attained with any check scheme, but it needs special effort to make it higher than 90%. Building-in errors is made unconsciously at a small rate, while checking-out needs efforts. Without the control or the separation of build-in and check-out of errors, the error data includes uncontrolled errors and it shows unintended variations.

2.3. Evaluations of build-in and check-out

The variations of human error rates, may be avoided by taking a large sample. An averaged data shows a stable value due to the law of the large numbers. Figure 2 [3] shows data for an initial development of a software system, where all the designers experienced it for the first time. Designers finished design after rough checks (i.e. controlled). Then they checked their design (hereafter desk check) and recorded checked-out errors. After all the design was finished, they tested the system with a machine, and recorded machine checked-out errors.

This data is shown in various ways in Figure 2 [3]. In this figure, the horizontal axis is the years of experience, and the vertical axis is the normalized error rate. Figure 2 (a) shows the machine checked-out error rates for each person. (Desk check-out is neglected as other papers do.) Apparently, this figure does not show any meaningful trends. In Figure 2 (b), circles shows their build-in error rates, where build-in error rate is a sum of machine and desk checked-out error rates. This figure clearly shows the decreasing trend of build-in error rates as experience is gained, and good designers show lower rates than bad designers. Figure 2 (c) shows desk check-out rates for each person. They vary wildly. This variation made plots in Figure 2 (a) meaningless.

The fact that design errors are first built-in then the rest of checked-out is a unpublished common knowledge in quality concerned organizations, due to the cause analysis of errors. Experienced leaders know these relations from their experience.

Note that past papers outside from Japanese industries do not take this check-out into account. A considerable part of what past papers on software errors reported contradict with each other. This is caused first by neglecting this and second by various factors affecting human error probability.

Figure 1: Design steps of a clock
A software development is usually partitioned into many sections, or work processes. During each section, errors are built-in. Figure 3 [4] shows several profiles of built-in errors during design processes. Though various data of programming language, system sizes and applications are taken, they show a trend. (Uncontrolled data neglecting check-out shows a random nature.) Around 1/10 is built-in during the initial phase, specification and architecture design, around 1/2 is built-in during the last phase, detailed design and coding, and the rest in between these two. As human errors are a product of human error rate and the amount of mental operations, these 1/10 and 1/2 trends reflect the ratio of man-hours allocations. When the man-hour allocation changes, the profile becomes different. If the usual uncontrolled data is shown, they do not show any meaningful trends as before.

To summarize, the meaningful and rational characteristics of software errors can be devised. Errors are built-in and checked-out during human operations named design. They depend on the process in the wide meaning of the word. Quality conscious, data oriented experienced leaders know these relations including their subordinates performances quite well. So far as the conditions are kept the same, the same error related performance reappears where the law of the large numbers exists.

2.4. Evaluation of machine testing

A machine test consists of test design, a run of the designed program, a comparison of the run result with test design, and the repair of errors if errors are found. Therefore, it is essentially a comparison between initial design and test that both may include inevitable human errors. What is free from human errors is only the run of the program, if there is no errors in hardware that the soft runs on it. Therefore, the situation is quite the same as a desk-check, which is also a comparison of error prone several human designs. The fact that a test is also error prone is usually forgotten. It becomes clear when above error rates during tests are measured.

![Figure 2: Various error rates](image)

![Figure 3: Profiles of errors built-in.](image)

2 Much care must be taken in human error related data. The following are several examples:

1. In an ordinary situation, experienced designers show a better performance than Figure (b). The experienced designers are experienced not only in programming but also in the system.

2. In some cases as following, build-in error rates become random:
   - Some people build-in errors unexpectedly due to the his bad condition.
   - When a leader assigns a difficult part to experts.
   - The educational leader assigns new and therefore unfamiliar areas to each maturing designer as a job rotation.

Hereafter, the evaluation of testing is discussed on actual data. Figure 4 [3] shows the plot of a typical progress of a test. The vertical axis is an accumulated number of checked-out errors, and the horizontal axis is the date. Generally, this plot is divided to several regions. In each region there is a rapid increase of checked-out errors followed by a saturation effect, that can be modeled by $B(1 - \exp(-kX))$. Where $B$ is the step value; and $X$ is the elapsed time. Each region corresponds to a certain design and test activity. The first one is for testing by designers, the second is for testing by Quality Assurance people, and the last is errors found in the field. The step values decrease in the later stages.

The authors found the following normalized value for the step:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coding and detailed design</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specification and high level design</td>
<td>0.374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>0.176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programs using assembler language</td>
<td>0.366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programs using compiler language</td>
<td>0.358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>0.176</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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3. Improving software reliability

Several factors concerning system stoppages are first described, then the way to decrease software error rate is discussed. Details are given for major relationships.

3.1. Reliability and error rate

Most software errors provoke functional defects. Some of them invite system breakdown. The ratio of system stoppage and software errors shows a constant, as a fraction of errors cause them. This ratio may be measured during environmental system simulation tests prior to the field use. Let us name this ratio the major trouble ratio. It ranges from 1/3 for systems (without so much precautions) to less than 1/10 (for a well prepared system).

In order to make a system reliable, it is necessary to decrease both the error rate and the major trouble ratio. The major trouble ratio is system dependent. It relates to many factors such as software (e.g. programming practices and coding rules) and architecture (countermeasures for troubles), hardware (e.g. various protection systems). These factors may be estimated [9] by applying a similar technique as Fault Tree Analysis.

A practical countermeasure is making a system robust in case of major troubles. System re-initialization is an example. (When a system faces any difficulties in continuing a normal operation, a part of the data, then all the data, and finally data and hardware are reset, and the system configuration is changed and the system is restarted after programs are re-loaded.) Still system stoppages occur where they are

Figure 4: Typical progress of a test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of errors checked during designers’ test</th>
<th>Number of errors checked during quality assurance test</th>
<th>Number of errors checked-out by users in field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These show that residual errors follow similar to Eq.2 – Eq.4. Testing is not the means to check-out errors completely as is supposed to be, because tests all include human errors and the error rate is affected by the design process.

Taking field found errors, the residual errors shown in Figure 4 may be obtained. This is shown in the upper part of Figure 5 [2]. The lower part of Figure 5 depicts the residual errors when the number of tests are taken into account. The vertical axis is a normalized residual (found in field plus during test) error rate and the horizontal axis shows the accumulated test intensity (number of tests/size of the software). Except for environmental tests shown by dotted line, where the number of tests were not controlled, each plot shows a linear line. It shows that the curve is $B(1 - \exp(-kX))$, where residual errors are expressed by $B \exp(-kX)$. The intersection of the vertical axis is the residual error rate before testing, the final plot is the field ship out quality, and the gradient of the line shows the effectiveness of tests. It is found that these correlations are very strong within one group where they share the same standards, working practices, and environment [10].

Figure 6 [2] is another example. In this case, the horizontal axis is the date, and the vertical axis is the interval between troubles. This may be used for the prediction of the date when the system reaches the required stability.

These facts show that the residual error rate decreases at a nearly constant rate as Eq.3, and each curve may be expressed by $B \exp(-kX)$.
not expected, though at a small rate. Let us name it the ‘robustness ratio’.

Past experiences have shown that the robustness ratio is greatly affected by the human design errors. Factors missed during system design of normal and abnormal cases, and unintended abnormalities of software and hardware. Fault processing, reconfiguration and re-initialization software have been generally unreliable as they are less tested by abnormal situations and less used actually compared with other normally acting software. Their defects invite total system stoppage which they are expected to cope with. It is important to know that a robust design can not be free from inevitable human errors.

3.2. Software development process overview

A high quality software necessitates a high quality process. Software errors reflect the development process. An overview is given by the past status of a development team. The overall status is visualized by an error build-in profile as shown in Figure 7. The way to get this profile is obvious for the detail of the figure. The residual error rates are visualized in the upper part of an error level diagram, shown in Figure 8. The total sum ending in the coding process is regarded as the error rate before machine testing. This gives a safe side estimation. The lower part of Figure 7 is obtained from the number of tests and the effectiveness of tests described with reference to Figure 5.

The resultant figures show the present status. If the new target residual error rate in the field is set and shown in the figure, the next step is to device the means to attain it.

3.3. Process strategy

It is well known that an error checking-out cost becomes more expensive as the check-out comes in a later step. The cost effective check-out is to check-out errors during their own build-in processes. In order to do it, a strategy is needed.

\[
E_f = \frac{H_{spd} \times (N_{mod}/loc)}{H_{epc1} \times (N_{moc1}/loc)} \times \frac{H_{epc2} \times (N_{moc2}/loc)}{H_{epc3} \times (N_{moc3}/loc)} \times ... \]  

(5)

The basic hint is:

Repeated (careful and rigorous) checks on documents and making each design divided to smaller sections, each fully documented.

When repeated checks are made, the final error rate, \( E_f \), is given by,
If one round of checks reduces the residual error rate to 0.2, a double check reduces the residual error rate to 0.04, and a triple check reduces the error rate to 0.008. This shows how repeated checks reduce errors drastically.

1. For simple checks such as for codes, the same check may be repeated. The effect is confirmed by accumulating the number of checked-out errors as check progresses. It shows a growth like Figure 4.

2. For higher level design, it is necessary to devise several time checks putting different emphasis each time of the check (e.g., Design reviews from customers viewpoint, maintenance viewpoint, installation viewpoint etc.)

3. If documents are poor, rigorous checks cannot be made and the result of checks are sometimes conflicting, resulting in a low check-out rate.

Let us consider a case, where designs are performed by dividing a design section to M equally weighted sections with one check each. The error rates may be obtained as the followings,

\[ E_{bp} = \{H_{epd} \times (N_{mod}/M)/loc\} \]

\[ E_{rp} = \{H_{epd} \times (N_{mod}/M)/loc\} \times \{H_{epc} \times (N_{modc}/M)/loc\} \]

\[ E_{ro} = \{H_{epd} \times (N_{mod}/M)/loc\} \times \{H_{epc} \times (N_{modc}/M)/loc\} \times M \]

\[ = E_{R}/M \]

\( E_{bp} \) is partial error build-in rate; \( E_{rp} \) is partial residual error rate; \( E_{ro} \) is the overall error rate of whole design; and \( E_{R} \) is the residual error rate of the undivided section.

The resultant error rate decreases to 1/M by dividing to M sections compared with the original. This is achieved by dividing the design section to M sections providing documents at each end of sections and doing checks on them, or sub-dividing a design section to M sub-section of a design providing phased progress of a document at each end of sub-sections and doing checks on them.

The above two cases are discussed for understanding the principles. In an actual work, both of these procedures are used. As both cases show, documentation is crucial. Practically, a build-in error rate higher than 30 errors/KLOC shows lack of proper documentation. Where errors are built-in more, more divisions are needed and respective documents must be prepared.

### 3.4. Check-out tactics

First, the target for the improvement must be set. It is performed following a Quality Control approach. According to Pareto’s principle, the majority of losses come from a few vital causes. Such a few vital, a design section building-in the majority of errors, should be corrected. For effective checks, a correct recognition of the outer side problems and the inner side mechanisms of errors must be made.

Figure 9 [2, 6] shows a structural model for human thinking. The beginning of the design is consecutive decisions, such as what to make and how to make it. The end of design is conversions form data flow to flow charts, then to source codes. In between these two extremes is a mixture of both. Cognition precedes them. As all design should be a checked after a design, check is added at the end. Further decompositions of these operations are possible. The model for decision is taken from Management Science.

Every design process starts from the external input. It is from users, from preceding design stages or from interfacing sections. By fitting this diagram to an error, it becomes easy to understand how errors occur. The countermeasure must be provided in design as well as check, sometimes including testing. The emphasis for those during design should be put
on prevention, and those for checking should be put on earlier check-out. Improvements should be included in the revised work practices and procedures, and check list systems.

3.5. Testing

The decrease of errors depend upon test intensity, and effectiveness of test. In order to increase the test intensity, more details must be written in documents. In order to increase the effectiveness of tests, more clear and correct expressions must be made in documents [2].

1. As the purpose of testing is to check-out errors, strategy and tactics are very important. Such high level test documents are reusable.

2. Each test of a level should be designed to check not only the level (as textbooks say) but also the lower level, as a considerable portion of errors are left unchecked.

3. Test intensity of at least more than 100 test/KLOC is recommended. Proven test data is very valuable, and automatic regression tests should be taken.

4. The reliability of tests should be monitored. The cancel rate of design change triggered by tests, and correction rate of test data are useful measures for this purpose.

4. Conclusion

This paper explains software errors from a human error view point. A software development has a huge net of human mental processing at its background. Software errors are mainly inevitable errors occurring during numerous human operations. By separating built-in and check-out errors, the intrinsic trend of building-in errors becomes obvious and the importance of checks is shown. Such human error view points are explained in many papers.

Each part of development, design, check and testing, is quantitatively evaluated. Quantitative design of software development for attaining the targeted quality (error rate) is introduced. They show that the existing development is already a kind of N-version program, which is much more cost effective than introducing another system.

Several facts about testing have been shown. They revealed that testing is not as perfect as it is thought to be. It is self-contradicting to assume that testing or validation includes no human errors while the design to be tested includes human errors.
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